
ADVANTAGES OF PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS

Charges of all services in banks you will find more from private sector. SBI & several other 90% banks have very good
services on internet but.

This approach works best to ensure that customers receive the best services and have a wide selection of
choices. Though not everyone can be a top performer but those who do not perform very well or are not
comfortable taking on challenging roles may not be able to benefit much. Instant Work Recognition: Some of
the best private banks focus on recognizing merit over experience and top performers usually receive instant
recognition for their work. One of the dimensions is the use of the parent brand. Bankers in the private sector
normally work very closely with their clients in order to establish the investment goals or the specific needs of
their clients. The relationship manager must also prepare tax documents for profits for each investor with the
firm. Lesser Motivation to Perform Better: With little competition and fewer performance-based rewards,
there is but little motivation for average performers to do better and prove their mettle. It not only focuses on
investment advice but also tackles management of investments while looking at the financial situation of each
client. The job can also spell the quick demise of a financial career if the broker or banker makes unwise
decisions and loses clients millions of dollars. There would be comparatively fewer rewards for performing
well and this may not work well for more ambitious individuals. Although there are challenges and risks
involved with the private sectors, the benefits outweigh the risks. Usually, individuals are driven by herd
mentality into entering a career which they might regret later. Hands-On Learning Experience: Greater stress
is placed on acquiring necessary skills and knowledge on-the-job instead of solely relying on training
programs. The One Bank Approach involves private banks give an offer that is integrated to clients with the
aim of meeting both their personal and business needs. Parent Brand Approach Private banks have a definition
of value proposition based on two main dimensions. Fast-Paced Career Growth: Professionals can grow at a
fast pace and acquire higher positions along with greater emoluments within the first few years. Leaving the
control of the banking sector could be risky since any form of mismanagement could result to a collapse of the
sector. Additional Benefits: Employees are also offered special benefits including higher rate of interest on
fixed deposits and paid holidays among other things. Work-Life Balance: Private banks are relatively worse
on this count with longer and intense working hours which tends to affect the balance between work and
personal life. A broker who routinely loses money for clients will not be in business very long, especially in an
industry swimming with wildly successful investment firms, including Goldman Sachs and J. Personal Client
Interaction The private banking industry provides a professional banker or stockbroker with an opportunity to
work more closely with clients to determine investment goals and retirement needs than if she worked at a
public bank. In an event similar to meltdown, there is little chance of being sent home due to market
conditions, unlike private banks. This propels even average performers to do well and keep themselves in the
hunt for the next promotion.


